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Organization 

The Institute for Operations Research und Computational Finance adjusts its structure to the require-
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1. The Institute in 2020 

Within the University of St. Gallen, the ior/cf-HSG is part of the School of Finance and offers courses 

from the bachelor level to specialized lectures in various doctoral programs. Our teaching activities 

emphasize quantitative methods and models with focus on applications. The courses in the HSG trad-

ing room, for which the ior/cf-HSG has taken over the lead management, were substantially expanded 

in the past year. In this way, the university’s curriculum has been enriched by innovative types of 

learning. 

With its activities, the Institute for Operations Research and Computational Finance (ior/cf-HSG) has 

supported project partners, clients, and students likewise to achieve their aims or to take a big step 

forward in mastering the challenges of their professional daily business. Energy research plays a cen-

tral role. We support industrial partners in practical problems in numerous application projects, for 

example with methods for power plant deployment planning under uncertainty or with price fore-

casts. In liberalized electricity and gas markets, energy derivatives are the focus and characterize the 

field of energy finance, as they follow different rules than financial derivatives due to physical re-

strictions and the grid-bound nature of electricity and gas, and are therefore more difficult to value. 

Our expertise is continuously developed in close cooperation with industry and research partners. 

In the context of managing power plants, in particular storage and pumped storage power plants, as 

well as energy supply contracts, we address issues of economic efficiency, performance measurement 

and risk management in energy trading, as well as the evaluation of flexibilities. Furthermore, we deal 

with the modeling of price processes in short-term electricity trading as well as the influence of re-

newa-ble energies on price formation The results were incorporated into studies on the impact of 

Switzer-land's exclusion from cross-border European electricity trading on the one hand, and into 

practical pro-jects with transmission system operators on the development of trading algorithms for 

the automated marketing of feed-in of renewable electricity on the other. 

The revision of the StromVG is intended to ensure an economically efficient power supply. This goal 

requires the inclusion of the full revenue potential from power trading. In order to ensure this eco-

nomic efficieny, we believe it necessary to rule out the possibility of cross-subsidizing speculative 

proprietary trading through asset-backed trading. We have contributed with a number of white pa-

pers to the political discussion in the Swiss power industry demonstrating the quality and relevance of 

our research activities. 

The ior/cf-HSG's technical expertise also attracts the attention of companies, which allows us to share 

our competences in projects with the industry. The usefulness of our applied software finances the 

implementation of new ideas. Cooperations with the energy sector adapted the existing packages for 

power contracts to firm-specific requirements and inspired new applications. Software for algorithmic 

trading in the intraday market for electricity implement consistent and efficient orders within defined 

limits for the associated risks. Software tools and consultancy projects are also offered for the banking 

industry with applications in asset and liability management, risk management and forecasting. 

The Institute for Operations Research and Computational Finance continues to concentrate on its core 

competences, stochastic optimization, and the simulation of market dynamics. Based on accumulated 

experience and endorsed by our supporters, we are tackling our ongoing and upcoming projects as a 

team. 

For my part, I owe my thanks in turn to the people supporting me. The academic board members 

paved the way for promising business activities. My team members proved their willingness to per-

form and demonstrated flexibility whenever needed, and our project partners continued respectively 

started to trust our institute with their business decisions. 

 

Prof. Dr. Karl Frauendorfer 
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2. Management Summary of Business Activities 

A result of the ior/cf-HSG’s activities in applied research are various software tools for market partici-

pants in the energy and financial industry. In addition, the institute estimates distributions of future 

spot prices and price forward curves for electricity and gas that are provided to subscribers. Details of 

the products and services that are offered, also in cooperation with partners, are described in section 4. 

Automated Intraday Trading for Power Traders  

The institute developed an automatic trading algorithm that seamlessly integrates into the trading 

system at energy exchanges and performs algorithmic intraday trading at electricity spot markets. 

Varying forecasts of electricity production by wind, photovoltaic and hydropower plants lead to open 

energetic net positions after the day-ahead market has been closed. The implemented algorithm calcu-

lates the optimal tranches of energy and the related prices that should be traded at a certain time – 

based on the observed current (and historical) market prices and the inherent forecast risks. It auto-

matically places trade orders on the market to ensure a continuous cost-effective closing of open posi-

tions, considering limits on maximum risk. 

Price Prognoses and Data Analyses for Electricity and Gas Markets 

The ior/cf-HSG offers an information service that includes long- and short-term prognoses as well as 

analyses of related volatilities. For the electricity markets Germany, Austria, Switzerland and France, 

hourly price forward curves (HPFCs) and corresponding confidence bands are generated for a long-

term horizon of up to six years. This information is complemented by short-term spot price prognoses, 

analyses of volatility structures, spot, and forward risk profiles as well as intraday price limits.  

Supply contracts of natural gas mostly consist of longer delivery periods of up to several years. Thus, 

a reliable valuation of such contracts requires price forward information for the respective market/hub 

and for the entire contract period under consideration. The institute offers such price forward infor-

mation with daily granularity for the market area of the Dutch Title Transfer System (TTF) as well as 

for the two German market areas operated by Net-Connect Germany (NCG) and by Gaspool Balanc-

ing Services (GPL). Throughout all market areas, the provided information consists of two price for-

ward curves (PFCs) representing two regimes: A cyclical and an anticyclical regime which influence 

the shape of the respective PFC. The first regime leads to a strong seasonal price pattern that stresses 

mainly the temperature dependency of natural gas spot prices. Such an expectation can be thought of 

as the product of rather low future storage levels compared to the expected demand. The second re-

gime, presumably a situation of high future storage levels, is characterized by a spot price expectation 

that shows almost no seasonality. 

The provided price curves are consistent with the respective market and are downloadable from the 

website www.iorcf.eu/dynamics. Last but not least, these price curves help assess the impact of the 

incompleteness of the energy market to the fair value of the energy derivatives, which in the final step 

define the risk ability of the energy provider. 

Benchmarking of Replication Strategies for Non-Maturing Assets and Liabilities 

The ior/cf-HSG has vast experience in modeling non-maturing assets and liabilities (NoMALs) from 

research as well as practical projects with industry partners that go back to 1993. Activities in this field 

include the assessment of standard approaches for the construction of replicating portfolios, modeling 

the evolution of client rates and product volumes as well as the design of a dynamic replication model 

based on multistage stochastic optimization methods. This experience is offered to banks for an as-

sessment of their current approaches for managing NoMAL positions. 

 

http://www.iorcf.eu/dynamics
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Modelling Volumes and Client Rates of Retail Banking Products 

The volumes of retail banking products show significant variations over time that can be attributed to 

changes in clients' demand depending on the level of interest rates, offered product rates or other eco-

nomic factors. The identification of the relations of product volumes on these factors provides valua-

ble information for various applications like risk management, budget planning etc. The institute de-

velops corresponding models, provides updated parameter estimates and consultancy services for 

partners in the financial industry. 

Sensistivities in Closing Auctions  

In the past four years, the ior/cf-HSG has been exposed to a variety of research topics in financial mar-

ket-microstructure. This experience has mainly been driven by our long-lasting research cooperation 

with the Swiss stock exchange SIX. Together, we have worked on several issues that are becoming 

more important for all exchanges alike. In the year 2020, our research cooperation was centered 

around the topic of closing auctions on the stock exchange. The concerns about auctions are not 

unique to SIX but exchanges across Europe are apprehensive of the fact that their closing auctions get 

competition from other off-exchange institutions, such as investment banks or large brokers. The goal 

of the research is the investigation of whether such practices deprive price-setting closing order books 

of valuable volume. Particularly interesting is the question of how sensitive outflows of liquidity to 

independent trading platforms are. 
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3. Research Program 

Sophisticated solutions to practical problems embody the ior/cf-HSG's maxime. Theoretical achieve-

ments lead to new algorithms whose implementation in turn may raise research questions. This chap-

ter summarizes the institute's research activity and lists both projects and publications. 

According to the ior/cf-HSG's affiliation to the University of St. Gallen, research is a commitment for 

the institute. Its activities promote applied research aiming at effective contributions for solving chal-

lenging and complex problems in the financial and energy industry. In addition, the problems often 

require preliminary conceptual and theoretical work attributed to basic research. 

Many real problems are subject to dynamic decision processes the handling of which depends deci-

sively on uncertainties with respect to the development of relevant factors. The interaction of time and 

uncertainty in connection with regulatory and corporate requirements leads to complex decision-

making problems that generally overstrain human intuition. Stochastic optimization concepts provide 

a systematic solution to such questions and constitute the methodological link among the ior/cf-HSG’s 

research activities. Theoretical insights allow the development of software solutions; corresponding 

training courses establish their application and knowledge about the inherent model risks. 

The subsequent subsections report on the institute's research projects. They cover topics, which are 

either part of the ior/cf-HSG's business activities or part of the research focus of the University of St. 

Gallen. Dissertation projects enhance the knowledge about specific topics, and collaborations with 

external researchers support the implementation. 

3.1 Swiss Competence Center for Research in Energy, Society and Transport 

The Swiss Competence Centers for Energy Research (SCCERs) bundles the national research efforts in 

the field of the energy transition. The Competence Center for Research in Energy, Society, and Transi-

tion (CREST), as one of those SCCERs is led by the University of Basel. 

CREST was one of the eight SCCERs financed by Innosuisse, the Swiss Innovation Agency, over seven 

years (2014 – 2020). CREST contributes to the energy transition in Switzerland by evidence-based rec-

ommendations on policies that reduce energy demand, foster innovation, and increase the share of 

renewables efficiently. It coveres economy, environment, law and behavior, and it developes concepts 

for energy policy, provides analyses of drivers and barriers to energy efficiency, produces strategies 

for firms and regions adjusting to the new energy system and develops assessment tools for policies 

and technological solutions. 

In the period 2017-2020, the ior/cf-HSG contributed with white papers to the political discussion on 

rentability of power plants and on the performance in energy trading within the first 10 years of Swiss 

partial libralization (2009-2018). Furthermore, a procurement software package was under develop-

ment, which includes the energy-feedback from energy storages. Additionally, the ior/cf-HSG contin-

ued its research regarding flexibility options in the light of new roles of DSO, balancing group manag-

er and TSO in the future energy system of decentralized energy production. Further, the ior/cf-HSG 

focused on the management of energetic portfolios in order to achieve adequate levels of risk and 

return on the distributional level, especially for flexibility. Price forward curves in quarter hour granu-

larity and educational modules with specific use of the trading room at the University of St. Gallen 

improve the modeling and optimization of managing energy production and delivery. 

Project staff: Prof. Dr. Karl Frauendorfer, Ass. Prof. Robert Gutsche PhD, Ass. Prof. Dr. Thomas Walther, Dr. 

Gido Haarbrücker, Dr. Michael Schürle, Dr. Christian Opitz, Claus Liebenberger 
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3.2 Analysis of Risk and Performance Characteristics of Securities (ongoing) 

In times of rising uncertainty, increasing market volatility, changing market environment with shifting 

correlation structures within equities, as well as across different asset classes, the identification of fun-

damental risk in growth and return of investments becomes a key challenge to the active management 

of equity portfolios. 

In bullish times, when stock prices are gaining over a long period, diversification through adding a 

large number of securities or even buying all constituents of a market index might appear to provide 

sufficient protection against risk. However, this approach to investing is primarily a protection against 

idiosyncratic (unsystematic) risk in equities. Nevertheless, shifts in market sentiment and undiversifi-

able (systematic) risk might prevail. Today equity prices are increasingly exposed to trades of passive 

funds, such as ETFs, which might buy and sell all constituents of a market index or industry at once, 

resulting in market panic and a huge overreaction to otherwise weak indicators of systematic risk. 

Consequently, prices might deviate strongly from fundamentals. 

We acknowledge that idiosyncratic and systematic risk of companies are the risk of fundamentals 

(e.g., sales and earnings of firms) being affected by both, the firm’s strategy (business model of the 

firm in contrast to business models of other firms) as well as macroeconomic paradigm shifts. This 

helps the investment decision, even in volatile times, with huge exposure to certain sectors/industries. 

It supports the timing of investments, as well as the assessment of the risk of paying too much for a 

stock or selling it too late for too little. 

Most so-called value funds usually search for underpriced equities by applying simple price-to-

fundamental metrics and trends in fundamentals. They screen for underpriced individual components 

of value, such as sales, ebitda, cash flow, profit margin, earnings, or book value, but not value itself. 

They might find, for example, that current earnings or book value is mispriced, while ignoring that the 

appropriate combination of all components and their leverage considered together matter, and not just 

one or more single component. Intrinsically, they might oversee the possibility that equities are 

“cheap” because they are risky. In this respect in this research project, we investigate alternative ap-

proaches with the goal of defining robust investment strategies. 

Project staff: Ass. Prof. Robert Gutsche PhD 
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3.3 Publications 

This section lists selected basic and applied research work of the past three years and supervised the-

ses of the previous two years, respectively. Readers interested in other publications, presentations, or 

working papers are welcome to contact the institute or to visit www.iorcf.unisg.ch. 

Research 

 Böhnke, V., Paraschiv, F., Reite, E.J. (2020): Assessment of Banks' Profitability and Risk Profile after 

Adopting the Internal Rating Based Approach. Working paper. 

 Breitenstein, M.; Nguyen, D.; Walther, Th. (2019): Climate Change and Bank’s Risk Management: Can 

it Affect Investment Decisions?, in: International Banker, Summer 2019, pp. 68-69. URL: 

https://internationalbanker.com/finance/climate-change-and-banks-risk-management-can-it-affect-

investment-decisions 

 Bui, Qu.; Klein, T.; Nguyen, N.; Walther, Th. (2018): Value-at-Risk for South-East Asian Stock Markets: 

Stochastic Volatility vs. GARCH, in: Journal of Risk and Financial Management, Vol. 11, No. 2. DOI: 

10.3390/jrfm11020018. 

 Escobar, D.; Paraschiv, F.; Schürle, M. (2020): Pricing electricity futures with distortion functions under 

model ambiguity. This article is part of D. Escobar's PhD thesis, which received the Best Dissertation 

Award 2019 of the Austrian Society for Operations Research (ÖGOR).  

 Frauendorfer, K.; Paraschiv, F.; Schürle, M. (2018): Cross-Border Effects on Swiss Electricity Prices in 

the Light of the Energy Transition. Energies, 11 (9), 2188. 

 Frauendorfer, K.; Müller, L. (2020): Liquidity-related Price Sensitivities of Closing Auctions in Equity 

Markets, Working Paper, ior/cf-HSG 

 Gutsche, R.; Rif, A. (2019): The Shortcomings of Segment Reporting and their Impact on Analysts’ Earn-

ings Forecasts, Working Paper, ior/cf-HSG. 

 Kremer, M., Kiesel, R., Paraschiv, F. (2020): The impact of renewable energies for continuous intraday 

electricity trading, Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A (forthcoming). 

 Kremer, M.; Kiesel, R.; Paraschiv, F. (2020): Intraday Electricity Pricing of Night Contracts. Energies, 

13 (17). 

 Kiesel, R.; Paraschiv, F.; Sætherø, A.; (2018): On the Construction of Hourly Price Forward Curves for 

Electricity Prices. Computational Management Science 2018. https://doi.org/10.1007/s10287-018-

0300-6. 

 Klein, T.; Pham, T.; Walther, Th.; (2018): Bitcoin is not the New Gold – A Comparison of Volatility, 

Correlation, and Portfolio Performance, in: International Review of Financial Analysis, Vol. 59, pp. 

105-116. DOI: 10.1016/j.irfa.2018.07.010. 

 Locarek-Junge, H.; Sumpf, A.; Walther, Th. (2019): Anwendung der Copula-Formel in der Finanzwirt-

schaft: Höllenformel oder nützliches Abhängigkeitsmaß? in: WiSt – Wirtschaftswissenschaftliches Stu-

dium, Vol. 48, No. 2-3, pp. 12-19. DOI: 10.15358/0340-1650-2019-2-3-12. 

 Ongena, S., Reite, E.J, Paraschiv, F. (2020): Harvesting from loyalty in mortgage lending. Working 

paper. 

 Paraschiv, F.; Schürle, M. (2018): Replication of Non-Maturing Products in a Low Interest Rate Envi-

ronment. In A. Bohn and M. Elkenbracht-Huizing (eds.): The Handbook of ALM in Banking, 2nd 

edition, 191-236, Risk Books. 

 Paraschiv, F.; Mohamad, D. (2020): The Nuclear Power Dilemma – Between Perception and Reality. 

Energies, 13 (22). 

http://www.iorcf.unisg.ch/
http://dx.doi.org/10.3390/en13174501
http://www.mdpi.com/journal/energies
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10287-018-0300-6
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10287-018-0300-6
http://dx.doi.org/10.3390/en13226074
http://www.mdpi.com/journal/energies
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 Paraschiv, F.; Reese, S.M.; Skjelstad, M.R. (2020): Portfolio Stress Testing Applied to Commodity Fu-

tures. Computational Management Science, 17 (2), 203-240. 

 Paraschiv, F., Wahlstrøm, R.R. (2020): Review of Crowd Funding Platforms in Scandinavia. Working 

paper. 

 Spada, M.; Paraschiv, F.; Burgherr, P. (2018): A comparison of risk measures for accidents in the energy 

sector and their implications on decision-making strategies. Energy, 154, 277-288. 

 Wahlstrøm, R.R.; Paraschiv, F.; Schürle, M. (2020): A Comparative Analysis of Parsimonious Yield 

Curve Models with Focus on the Nelson-Siegel, Svensson and Bliss Models. School of Finance Research 

Paper No. 2020/06. 

 Wahlstrøm, R.R., Paraschiv, F.; Schmid, M. (2020): Bankruptcy prediction of privately held SMEs: 

a study of input variables using feature selection methods. Working paper. 

 Walther, Th.; Klein, T.; Bouri, E. (2019): Exogenous Drivers of Cryptocurrency Volatility - A Mixed 

Data Sampling Approach to Forecasting, in: Journal of International Financial Markets, Institutions & 

Money, Vol. 63, pp. 101-113. DOI: 10.1016/j.intfin.2019.101133. 

 Weigt, H.; Abrell, J.; Betz, R.; Frauendorfer, K.; Krysiak, F.; Roux, C.; Schlecht, I.; Schleiniger, R.; 

Walther, Th.; Winzer, Ch. (2018): Strommarktdesign: In welche Richtung soll es gehen?, SCCER CREST 

White Paper 5 - Juni/2018. 

 Westgaard S., Paraschiv, F.; Lasessen Ekern, L.; Naustdal, I.; Roald, M. (2018): Forecasting Price 

Distributions in the German Electricity Market. To appear 2019 in J. Chevallier et al. (eds.): Interna-

tional Financial Markets, Vol. 1, Routledge.  

White Papers 

 Frauendorfer, K.; Gutsche, R.; Schürle, M. (2019): Performance Issues im Schweizer Stromhandel (Der 

Beginn der Teilliberalisierung in der Schweiz). Positionspapier zur Stromwirtschaft CH, ior/cf-HSG. 

 Frauendorfer, K.; Gutsche, R.; Schürle, M. (2019): Performance Issues im Schweizer Stromhandel (The 

commencement of limited liberalization in Switzerland). A Position Paper on the Swiss Electricity Indus-

try, ior/cf-HSG. 

 Frauendorfer, K.; Gutsche, R. (2019): Die Rolle des Stromhandels in der Schweizer Stromwirtschaft. 

Working Paper, ior/cf-HSG.  

 Frauendorfer, K.; Schürle, M. (2020): Einsatzmöglichkeiten flexibler Kapazitäten für Sekundärregelleis-

tung, Case Study, ior/cf-HSG. 

 Frauendorfer, K.; Gutsche, R.; Haarbrücker, G.; Liebenberger, C.; Schürle, M. (2020): Spannungsfeld: 

Stromversorgung .vs. Stromhandel: Herausforderungen für das Management, Management Summary,    

ior/cf-HSG. 

 Frauendorfer, K.; Gutsche, R.; Haarbrücker, G.; Liebenberger, C.; Schürle, M. (2020): Field of Tension: 

Electricity Supply .vs. Electricity Trading: Management Challenges, Management Summary Englisch,   

ior/cf-HSG 

 Frauendorfer, K.; Gutsche, R. (2018): Accounting-Puzzle in der Schweizer Stromwirtschaft: Die Geschäfts-

jahre 2015 – 2017, Working Paper, ior/cf-HSG. 

Selected Bachelor Theses (2018 – 2020)  

 Biasi, D. (2019): Fundamental Drivers of Carbon Allowance Prices in the European Union Emissions 

Trading System. 

 Bruggmann, A. (2019): Sustainable Shipping - Ship Recycling. 

https://hdl.handle.net/11250/2674187
https://hdl.handle.net/11250/2674187
http://www.springer.com/business/operations+research/journal/10287
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 Couplan, S. (2019): Social Media IPOS - A New Valuation Paradigm? 

 Dlabek, Y. (2020): Auf dem Weg zu einer Kreislaufwirtschaft? Eine Untersuchung im Bereich Siedlungs-

abfall für ausgewählte Städte 

 Greif, N. (2020): Massnahmen zur Dekarbonisierung auf kommunaler Ebene – Auslegeordnung und Po-

tenzialanalyse für die Stadt St.Gallen 

 Imahorn, M. (2019): Bilanzanalyse der Schweizer Stromkonzerne. 

 Ites, R. (2019): Volatility Risk Premium des SMI. 

 Krasniqi, P. (2020): Implications of Closing Auctions on the Quality of Electronic Equity Markets 

 Krauth, J. (2020): Die Rolle der Wasserkraft in der Schweizer Energiewende – Eine Analyse der Herausfor-

derungen und Potentiale 

 Korolnik, Y. (2018): Volatility Trading Strategies Using High Frequency Data. 

 Lamonaca, G. (2019): An examination of Piotroski’s F-Score - integration of behavioural explanatory fac-

tors. 

 Lang, M. (2020): Trendanalyse mit Hilfe von Data-Science 

 Mann, T. (2019): Anomalies in rational behavior under different economic conditions. 

 Munishi, J. (2020): Die Rolle der Sektorkopplung für die Energiewende in der Schweiz 

 Muqaj, E. (2020): Bestandesaufnahme der Sektorkopplung innerhalb der Energiestrategie 2050 

 Ramadani, R. (2020): Der Brexit und seine Auswirkungen auf ausgewählte Wirtschaftszweige 

 Rychener, L. (2019): Economic Consequences of Equity Index Investing. 

 Sagur, L. (2020): COVID-19-Krise und potentielle Auswirkungen auf wirtschaftliche Leistung und Sterb-

lichkeit 

 Schneider, F. (2020): Price and Volume Risk in Oil Commodity Trading 

 Schnidrig, Th. (2020): Kundenorientierung (B2C) in der Energiewirtschaft – ein Massnahmenkatalog 

anhand des Praxisbeispiels SWG Grenchen 

 Stroebele, St. (2018): Statistical Analysis of European Electricity Futures. 

 Tsemelis, M. (2020): On Iran’s Influence over the Strait of Hormuz and its Ability to Impact Oil Prices 

and Global Macroeconomic Variables 

 Voutat, M. (2020): Green Bond Performance   Eine Renditeanalyse eines nachhaltigen, festverzinslichen 
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4. Business Activities 

The transfer of results from fundamental and applied research carried out at the ior/cf-HSG has led to 

the development of customized software applications. Based on the expertise and experience gained 

from diverse research and project activities, the institute offers a broad scope of services and products 

in the fields of energy and finance. The following sections present the software applications and relat-

ed services that are provided by the ior/cf-HSG, partially in cooperation with partner companies. In 

addition, ongoing consultancy projects are also described. 

4.1 Energy 

Over the last two decades, the ior/cf-HSG has established the software family BIT@EPI (Business In-

formation Technology at Electric Power Industry) which provides solutions for operational tasks and 

managerial decision problems situated in this energy sector. BIT@EPI is constantly developed further 

according to enhanced methodologies as well as due to new or changing practical needs. Its modular 

concept is especially suitable to handle the heterogeneous problems arising in the respective applica-

tion fields and to overcome the challenge of a dedicated quantitative analysis. 

The modules developed so far cover the modeling of price forward curves and of spot price dynamics 

(BIT@EPI.Dynamics), portfolio optimization of utilities (BIT@EPI.PFO), and the valuation of virtual 

power plants (BIT@EPI.VPP). A supplementary module BIT@GAS.PFC allows an automated genera-

tion of regime-dependent PFCs with a daily granularity for several trading hubs of natural H-gas. 

Intraday trading algorithms have been developed further due to changes in market rules and regula-

tions and to extended trading until shortly before delivery. These algorithms are aligned with the re-

quirements of TSOs trading renewal energy on the electricity intraday market or of asset-backed trad-

ers like operators of pumped-storage hydropower assets. 

An Order Placer application provides the possibility of filling simulation environments of intraday 

markets with own orders and order books.  This allows working with self-designed order book and 

market situations when systematically testing and analyzing the behaviour of intraday trading algo-

rithms. 

4.1.1 Automated Intraday Trading for TSOs 

Due to the stochastic nature of the renewable energy sources wind, photovoltaics, and water, these 

energy production types have a strong impact on the volume and prices on the intraday market for 

electricity at the EPEX SPOT power exchange. E.g., German transmission system operators (TSOs) 

have to market this electricity on the day ahead as well as on the intraday market. In cooperation with 

two TSOs, the ior/cf-HSG developed automated trading algorithms which incorporate the price and 

volume probabilistics and which take the relevant risk management guidelines into account. The algo-

rithms automatically place orders on the intraday market aiming at an effective management of a 

TSO's net position which varies due to changing generation prognoses and own intraday market 

transactions. The order placing itself may be routed through the exchange's API or by embedding the 

algorithms into a commercial energy trading system. 

German TSOs are obliged to forecast and to market at the EPEX SPOT power exchange the available 

renewable energy of those wind generators, photovoltaic units, and small hydro plants which did not 

opt for the so-called method of 'direct marketing'. In a first step, the respective predicted renewable 

energy is traded by the TSO on the day-ahead auction market. However, the prognosis available at 

closure of the day-ahead market is not perfect, and new prognoses of power production arrive period-

ically up to the actual time of delivery. The disprecances between the new prognoses and the already 

traded amounts lead to open positions: the latter have to be traded on the intraday market in order to 

minimize the residual energy for which the cost of balancing energy will become effective. 
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A continuous 24/7 monitoring of all tradable products (hour contracts, 30-minutes contracts, and quar-

ter hour contracts – not even taking into account configurable block products) cannot be managed 

effectively by single human traders.  The complexity has increased even more due to newly designed 

specific contracts which are tradable separately within each delivery area up to 5 minutes before de-

livery. In this challenging setting, the utilization of automated trading algorithms may ensure a con-

tinuous, consistent, and cost-effective manner of closing the changing open positions while assuring 

compliance with imposed risk management directives and trading guidelines. 

 

 

 

Automated Intraday Trading for TSOs: Client GUI 

For this purpose, the ior/cf-HSG has developed and implemented automated trading algorithms 

which can either be embedded into commercial energy trading systems or act directly via the API of 

the intraday electricity exchange. Likewise, the provision of all relevant historic and current prognosis 

information and market data, e.g., the order book for every single tradable contract, takes place by the 

encapsuling energy trading system or by own data collection processes. Changes in the order books 

are immediately received and the algorithm can react instantaneously by placing matching orders on 

the market. The order placement itself acts in a fully automated way, supervised by external checks 

with overruling possibilities. 

New prognoses for the relevant renewable energy production entail the algorithmic calculation of 

optimal energy amounts which shall be traded efficiently according to (i) the recent market evolution, 

(ii) the currently observed order books and (iii) own trading and risk management guidelines. The 

calculations of order prices and volumes are based on probability distributions fitted to the observed 

intraday trade prices, prognoses of the renewable energy generation, and on parameterizable own 

trading directives and preferences. The placement of own originary or aggressive orders on the mar-

ket may be enhanced by a precalculation of own potential trade orders which allows instantaneous 

reactions to new visible orders in the exchange's order books. 

¨ 
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The trading algorithms are complemented by monitoring, signalling, and reporting functionalities. A 

powerful client GUI supports the user by the provision of graphical representations and tabular list-

ings of the current market situation (tradable contracts, order books, price expectations, etc.), the own 

energetic evolution (traded volumes, renewable generation forecasts, open positions, etc.), and the 

own trading process (settled trades, placed orders, achieved volume weighted average prices, etc.) 

Project staff: Dr. Gido Haarbrücker, Claus Liebenberger 

4.1.2 Automated Intraday Trading for Asset-Backed Traders 

Asset-backed trading on the electricity intraday market means the acting on the market itself (i.e. buy-

ing and selling the currently tradable products) and simultaneously having the possibility of steering 

a flexible asset – or even a whole portfolio of assets (turbines and/or pumps, power storages, etc). Re-

ferring to the Black-Scholes option price theory, such flexible assets may be priced as classical put or 

call options. But instead of 'selling' the flexibility of an assset and receiving the monetary option pre-

mium, one may use a so-called replication strategy in order to generate the option premium by effi-

cient intraday trading, e.g. using a delta-hedge approach. 

Having in mind a utility with a physical asset in form of pumped-storage hydropower (PSH), the op-

tion premium for the assets' inherent flexibility may be obtained by applicing a replication strategy, 

i.e. replicating the option by efficiently trading at the intraday market and taking the respective coun-

terposition of an own matched order by increasing or reducing the assets' schedule accordingly. 

Using this flexibility in the assets' schedule, one is physically 'backed' and is not obliged to close en-

tered open positions at potentially extremely unfavourable prices – a severe risk which 'prop traders' 

without physical assets are faced with. Thus, the latter risk is typically encountered by an appropriate 

margin to be deposited at the market clearing entity. 

The ior/cf has developed conceptual approaches and has implemented algorithmic solutions which 

aim at efficient asset-backed trading on electricity intraday markets. Particular attention has been giv-

en to the accurate consideration of the technical asset flexibility and of further peculiarities like, e.g., 

so-called locked hours (a violation of which would entail severe penalty payments) or maintenance 

plans. The products, one is willing to trade on the electricity intraday market, and the order placement 

process should be consistent with the type of the PSH reservoir (day, week, or seasonal strorage) and 

the thereby related opportunity cost information. The economic success strongly relies on adequate 

trigger prices, quick reactions on order book changes, and sound price expectations. 

An encapsuling software manages and schedules all relevant information processing (imports of natu-

ral inflows, short term unit availabilities, maintenance plans etc.) such that further operative necessi-

ties, e.g., unit commitment of the PSH or dispatch announcements for the balance responsible party, 

are periodically fulfilled in a timely manner. 

Project staff: Prof. Dr. Karl Frauendorfer, Dr. Gido Haarbrücker, Claus Liebenberger 

4.1.3 Order Placer for Simulated Intraday Markets 

In order to systematically evaluate any algorithmic trading behavior, one strongly relies on the possi-

bility to test the trading algorithm against 'all' possible events or market situations – i.e. even rare or 

extreme ones. The simulation environments offered by EPEX SPOT are not sufficient for such intend-

ed purposes: Due to arbitrary and sparse order books as well as to negectable trading activities, these 

simulation environments serve rather for technical or communication testing than for the analysis of 

the trading algorithm's behaviour itself. 

The ior/cf-HSG developed and implemented an Order Placer application which serves for simulating 

the intended market situations and order book evolutions: Using an editable script language, se-

quences of actions may be defined, stored and executed, like single order placements, deletions of all 

orders, or placing complete order books. 
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Irrespective whether implementing, parametrizing or just functionally testing an intraday trading 

algorithm, it is of utmost importance for a sustainable success to ensure the intended rational algo-

rithmic behavior: and this not only in 'normal' market situations and expectable order book structures, 

but also in unusual market evolvements and even in rare or extreme events. 

Although the EPEX SPOT power exchange offers so-called simulated intraday market environments 

with some arbitrary orderbook situations and trade actions, these simulation settings can barely pro-

vide what in fact is crucial for a sound testing of algorithmic trading behavior, namely the full spec-

trum between typical and atypical order books: stable or erratic order books, empty or deeply filled 

order books, and so on. Thus, what in fact is needed is the possibility to use the simulation environ-

ment as a container for complete self-designed market and order book situations. Utilizing the genu-

inely provided simulation platform for the conduct of such tests ensures a test environment which is 

as close as possible to the productive intraday market trading system. 

 

 

 

Automated Intraday Trading: GUI of the Order Placer Application 

The developed application can place a wide order sprectrum which ranges from single orders up to 

long order sequences for multiple products traded on a simulation environment of an electricity intra-

day market. All types of orders, order books structures and action sequences can be created and modi-

fied by predefined GUI functionalities or by editing the respective script file. Likewise, complete order 

books may be generated by using predefined functions, by manual setting, or by copy&paste from 

external spreadsheet applications, and then be placed automatically on the simulation environment. 

By this means, any desired order book situation and even sequential order book changes can be creat-

ed, such that the behavior of the own trading algorithm – which has to be run in parallel producing 

the relevant logging information – against this 'laboratory' order book evolvement may be observed 

and evaluated systematically. All created order books, actions and sequences can be stored and re-

used to reproduce the intended situations in the simulation environment whenever wanted. 
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But in principal, after appropriate changes to the API calls used, the Order Placer may be connected to 

other simulated intraday markets, too. The Windows .NET application is self-contained and can be 

installed via copy&paste. Together with the provided documentation, a user-friendly GUI facilitates 

the entry into operation of the application. 

Project staff: Dr. Gido Haarbrücker, Claus Liebenberger 

4.1.4 Benchmarking of Intraday Electricity Trading  

Irrespective whether a manual or an automated intraday trading at an electricity exchange is car-

ried out by a trading unit: one common challenge is to evaluate the quality of all own intraday 

trades. Of course, a natural step is a straight forward comparison of the single trade prices to some 

intraday 'index' prices – the latter ones mostly given in form of volume-weighted average prices 

over a certain trade time window (e.g. the indices ID1 or ID3 published by the EPEX SPOT power 

exchange). But such a plain comparison of own trade prices with some index price neglects an im-

portant fact, namely that the different traders are struggling in an 'uneven fight': an asset-backed 

trader is in a much more comfortable position than, e.g., a TSO who is obliged to market renewable 

energy, because the latter one must have closed his positions at the time of delivery (at any price!), 

whereas a conventional energy producer (i) normally can pick only such intraday trade prices 

which are beneficial compared to his production costs and (ii) can close open positions by regulat-

ing his assets up or down instead of trading at bad prices. This results in a so-called flexibility pre-

mium which the community of the 'inflexible' traders implicitly is paying to the flexible, asset-

backed traders which may benefit from intraday price amplitudes by selling and buying back the 

same MWh multiple times a day. 

A meaningful benchmarking approach for an individual inflexible market participant – being 

forced to close positions at even very unfavorable prices – has thus to incorporate an adequate 

quantification of this flexibility premium. 

In contrast to classical producers with a portfolio of flexible generation (or pumping) assets, market 

participants without such flexible assets can not pursue a so-called asset-backed trading strategy: E.g., 

a TSO who has to market some renewable energies (with a probabilistic energetic delivery) and who is 

obliged to close his open positions until delivery is lacking these additional options for action: he can-

not just increase or decrease his physical production or consumption; his only option is to buy or to 

sell on the intraday market, shortly before delivery even at nearly any price. In this sense, flexible as-

set-backed traders have the advantage that they can 'ride the intraday volatility', as highly volatile 

phases with bigger price amplitudes are benevolent for them. The flip side of the coin is that those 

higher buy prices and lower sell prices, the inflexible market participants are faced with when forced 

to close their positions, cumulates in a 'flexibility premium' implicitly paid in favor of the flexible pro-

ducers/traders. 

A meaningful benchmark approach for an individual inflexible market participant must therefore take 

into account an adequate buy surcharge and sell reduction onto the raw comparison price, the latter 

one mostly given in form of an index price (e.g., ID1 or ID3 published by the EPEX SPOT ex-

change).The ior/cf is developing a benchmark approach which targets various challenges: (i) measur-

ing the quality (good/bad) and the degree of quality (how good / how bad) of every single own trade; 

(ii) in order to rely on 'fair' benchmark prices which take into account the flexibility premium, the 

benchmarking procedure shall incorporate asymmetric buy surcharges and sell reductions onto the 

comparison price; (iii) the measures for quality and for degree of quality must allow an aggregation 

over time (i.e. such that cumulated key numbers can be produced which represent longer time win-

dows and enable statements on a, e.g., weekly or monthly basis). 

The crucial price surcharges and reductions will consist of several components, each contributing to a 

final buy and sell premium, respectively. We identified three promising and separable main constitu-

ents: a spread-based component (depicting the top-of-the-book liquidity), a component relying on the 

volume structure of transaction costs (reflecting bid/ask-side dependent order book depth and  
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quality), and a volatility-based component (representing the systematic variation of the mid prices or 

index prices). Next steps will be the detailed work on algorithmic functionalities for measur-

ing/quantifying the (product-dependent) premium constituents based on real-life intraday trading 

data and continuous order book data. 

Project staff: Prof. Dr. Karl Frauendorfer, Dr. Gido Haarbrücker, Claus Liebenberger 

4.1.5 Price Prognoses and Data Analyses for Electricity Markets 

For more than a decade, the ior/cf-HSG has provided an information service comprising long- and 

short-term prognoses as well as analyses of related volatilities. For the electricity markets Germany, 

Austria, and Switzerland, hourly price forward curves (HPFCs) are generated for a long-term horizon 

of up to six years. This information is complemented by spike-based HPFCs, short-term spot price 

prognoses, analyses of volatility structures, spot risk profiles, and (for Germany) a quarter-hour price 

forward curves (QHPFC). Subscriptions may be received by e-mail or downloaded from a special 

website or via webservice. 

Trading and hedging within physical or financial electricity markets demand a sophisticated valuation 

of various contract types as well as a profound risk analysis and management. All these tasks strongly 

depend on the quality of the underlying HPFC. Additionally, the stochastic price dynamics (volatility 

etc.) has to be taken into account. Otherwise, the analyses would disregard relevant risk sources. 

With regard to the generation of HPFCs, special attention has to be paid to the absence of arbitrage, to 

the correct modeling of cyclical price components (the seasonality over different time spans, e.g. of 

one year, one week, and one day), and to the consistency of forward price and spot price dynamics. 

The latter consistency holds when the current expectation of the uncertain prospective spot prices 

(over the respective maturities) matches the currently observed futures' prices. In this sense, a HPFC 

does not contain the 'most likely' values of the spot prices in the future but rather represents the ex-

pected values of the probability distributions of the hourly spot prices. Furthermore, the neighbouring 

geographical regions Germany, Austria, and Switzerland and cross-border auctions require a con-

sistency among the respective market HPFCs. 

For the following markets, HPFCs are generated for every trading day of the respective energy ex-

change: Germany (Phelix DE), Austria (Phelix AT), and Switzerland (Swissix), the futures of which are 

all traded at the European Energy Exchange EEX; furthermore for Austria, which is traded at the En-

ergy Exchange Austria EXAA. Every HPFC covers a time horizon of '5 years +', i.e. the remaining pe-

riod of the current year plus the 5 subsequent calendar years. The calculation is carried out overnight 

in an automated way for the next trading day, always based on the then available market data. 

The HPFCs are generated in form of a so-called EE variant ('Erneuerbare Energien'): This variant re-

flects the marketing potential for power producers of renewable energy, as with the begin of 2010 the 

German transmission system operators are obliged by the 'Erneuerbare Energien Gesetz' to trade at 

the respective electricity exchange that amount of renewable energy, for which the producers did not 

opt for the 'direct marketing' method. 

We take into account these new marketed energy amounts in an implicit manner: our studies based on 

historical data revealed that the classical way of assuring the resulting HPFC to be free of arbitrage 

(going along with a kind of shifting a scaled shape curve over small time windows according to the 

underlying base and peak futures products) may lead to 'price anomalies' within the HPFCs in the 

following sense: the price relation of neighboring hours does not reflect the respective price relation of 

the observed spot price. Particularly, this behavior could be observed at the transitions from peak to 

off-peak periods. In order to overcome such inconsistencies, a supplementary constraint set is used 

within the optimization problem which ensures the arbitrage freeness of the HPFCs: Based on historic 

price differences over a rolling time window of ca. 3 months, specific ranks of the ordered differences 

are taken as proxies for upper and lower confidence bands; these bands serve as upper and lower 

limits for the absolute price differences of neighboring hours within the HPFCs to be generated. 
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For the market Germany (EEX Phelix DE), a supplementary quarter-hour HPFC (QHPFC) is provided 

which incorporates quarter-hourly price patterns, is consistent with the respective HPFC, and covers 

the same time horizon '5 years +'. 

The offered spectrum of electricity price forward curves is complemented by spike-based HPFCs 

which reflect the incompleteness of the power markets. These so-called 'Spike HPFCs' are available for 

the markets Germany (Phelix DE), Austria (Phelix AT), and Switzerland (Swissix) at the EEX and ena-

ble, e.g., a consistent stress testing for energy supply companies. 

Short-term prognoses are determined for the markets Germany (Phelix DE) and Switzerland (Swissix) 

at the EEX. These prognoses are delivered in the form of five confidence bands which represent an 

approximation of the real probability distribution of the hourly spot prices for the next seven days. 

Their determination relies on the seasonality within the respective HPFC, on the 24-hours term struc-

ture of the volatility (on a week-ahead basis), and on the stochastic dynamics of the clearing prices. All 

confidence bands are given by pairwise quantile information, thus coping with the fact of asymmetric 

spot price distributions. In particular, the volatility at the 'short end' (i.e. for the very near future) 

plays a significant role for these 7-day prognoses: because historically, electricity markets exhibit the 

same behavior of volatility clustering as financial markets do, i.e. a highly volatile phase with bigger 

price amplitudes is followed by a phase of low volatility with minor price amplitudes and vice versa. 

Furthermore, a point forecast for the next 24 hours is provided together with supplementary infor-

mation on the term structure over the same time span: the forecast is given by the mode of the proba-

bility distribution of the spot price, i.e. that price which will most likely occur – with an accuracy of +/– 

1€; the term structure is determined on a day-ahead basis reflecting the magnitude of the short-term 

price fluctuations. 

For the markets Germany (Phelix DE) and Switzerland (Swissix) at the EEX as well as for Austria at 

the EXAA, hourly spot risk profiles are determined on a daily basis. The calculation of these risk pro-

files takes the respective spot price dynamics into account, based on the difference of the 95% quantile 

and the respective HPFC. All spot risk profiles cover the next seven days and are provided separately 

for long and short positions – due to the asymmetric price dynamics. The hourly granularity of the 

profiles supports a RAROC (Risk Adjusted Return on Capital) driven trading and allows a quantita-

tive risk assessment of long or short positions within trading books. 

More information on this service provided by the ior/cf-HSG is available on www.iorcf.eu/dynamics. 

Project staff: Prof. Dr. Karl Frauendorfer, Dr. Gido Haarbrücker, Claus Liebenberger 

4.1.6 Risk-Adjusted Contract and Portfolio Management 

BIT@EPI.PFO (Portfolio Optimization) has been developed as a state-of-the-art and multitasking deci-

sion support system. It supports participants within the energy sector to cope with today's challenging 

business processes and tasks involved. Various types of delivery contracts and the own net position 

can be investigated, going along with an optimal value-oriented or quantity-oriented procurement 

strategy. The remaining risk exposure is split into separable categories according to the respective risk 

sources; corresponding risk premia are quantified which are in line with the market under considera-

tion. Special reports and export functions provide the information which is typically required by the 

different business units like sales department, (risk) controlling, or procurement. Due to its broad 

functionalities, BIT@EPI.PFO addresses likewise utilities, trading companies, and electricity produc-

ers. 

For a long time, the focus of utilities – and thus as well of the software applications used in the respec-

tive field – had been primarily directed at a low-cost and preferably safe coverage of the predicted 

load. This traditional kind perception is rather limited and fades out other important aspects which 

are affected by a load forecast and a corresponding procurement: the quantification of residual risks, 

their implications for pricing one's own delivery services, and influences of a single procure-
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ment/hedging strategy for the overall net position. In response to these broader practical require-

ments, the ior/cf-HSG concentrates on further developing a decision support system which covers the 

tasks of procurement, sales, and risk management in an integrated way. Modern, liberalized electricity 

markets with both physical and financial electricity trading define the frame conditions for an effec-

tive decision support system. 

To give an example of a typical situation: utilities face industrial customers who want to get an offer 

for the electricity supply over a specific time period according to their business needs. Formerly, two 

types of supply contracts existed for this purpose: a schedule delivery, where the customer gets his 

electricity following a pre-specified load prognosis exactly, or a full delivery which permits the cus-

tomer to deviate from the load prognosis, i.e. the electricity actually delivered can be higher or lower 

than has been predicted. In either case, in order to evaluate a fair offer price, one has to distinguish 

between the price for the electricity itself and the price for the remaining risks within the contract offer 

which are implicitly taken by the utility. BIT@EPI.PFO supports the user by solving these different 

pricing problems. 

The traditional supply contracts are augmented by two additional categories: (i) pure feed-in con-

tracts, where the 'customer' in fact produces energy (mostly from renewable energy sources) and sells 

this energy to the utility, and (ii) combined supply and feed-in contracts, i.e. the customer receives 

(scheduled or flexible) energy from the utility and simultaneously may produce own energy to be fed 

back into the grid. In particular, the lattercombined- type contracts exhibit an increased risk in case the 

expected supply and production are not provided as separate data but only in a netted way: Because 

then, the effective volume and related price risks may be underestimated substantially for the separate 

supply and feed-in side. 

All procedures mentioned above also apply – with some slight adaptions – to the related problem of 

investigating the utility's own net position and analyzing the inherent risks. Additionally, specific 

restrictions, which are characteristic for managing a utilities' net position, can be imposed for the anal-

ysis: in particular, limits for the acceptable peak and off-peak long or short net position (still remain-

ing after having optimally hedged) for specific time intervals. 

As far as the hedging strategies are concerned, two alternative approaches can be pursued: either a 

quantity-oriented or a value-oriented one which fit the expected energy quantity to be delivered (re-

ceived, repsectively) or the expected value of the energy to be delivered/received (obtained by valuing 

the predicted load with the current HPFC), best respectively. Depending on the pursued hedging 

strategy of the utility, a purchase list at optimal cost can be calculated. 

Ideally, such a purchase list directly leads to deals which should have to be performed. Intended and 

performed deals may be enterered – together with relevant information for internal accounting pur-

poses – and administered within BIT@EPI.PFO; just the trades themselves have to be executed in an 

external trading system. Special functionalities, which are related to trade products or to accounting 

periods, allow to review former procurement situations and to monitor the completion of pending 

procurement activities. 

Even having performed the procurement/hedge – irrespective of the chosen procurement strategy –, 

several risks may remain which have to be assumed by the utility. These risks are due to still existing 

imponderables: price risks (prices of hedge products may change during the contractual offer period 

or during the period which is necessary to buy the hedge products) as well as conjoint quantity and 

price risks caused by an imperfect hedge (any residual open position has to be closed later on at the 

cost of the uncertain future price) or by a price/load correlation in the case of full deliveries (typically, 

the customer's demand is higher than predicted in those periods where the spot prices are higher than 

'normal' and vice versa). 

For these and further risk categories, BIT@EPI.PFO quantifies the contract-specific risk such that ade-

quate risk premia may be imposed to the intrinsic electricity price. Along with the provided prof-

it&loss distributions and corresponding statistical indicators, a sophisticated risk analysis can be   
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carried out by the user. Offer reports support the sales department in its activities: these customizable 

reports may be generated in an automated way and rely on the fair price for the electricity and on the 

evaluated risk premia. 

BIT@EPI.PFO is enhanced by a supplementary workflow module which incorporates the operative 

workflow process into the software: Triggered by inquiries of the sales department and other inci-

dents, the relevant steps within the interaction of the back office, sales department and procurement 

department can be carried out in a transparent and retraceable way. Recurring tasks as, e.g., contract 

valuations based on newly arrived HPFCs, can be scheduled, and run in an automated, event driven 

way. 

 

 

 

BIT@EPI.PFO: Clippings of the Multitasking System 

On the technical and operational level, the software BIT@EPI.PFO represents a powerful and flexible 

decision support system by an integrated provision of the following features: a graphical user inter-

face, multitasking capability, export/import and filtering features, tabular and graphical representa-

tions, pdf report generation, and user management as well as archiving and managing functions for 

all types of relevant data (contracts, calculations, load predictions, HPFCs, historical spot prices, etc.) 

in an attached database. 

Project staff: Dr. Gido Haarbrücker, Claus Liebenberger 
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4.1.7 Valuation and Hedging of Energy Contracts 

BIT@EPI.VPP (Virtual Power Plant) provides a stand-alone solution for the valuation of energy con-

tracts. The spectrum of possible contracts covers the whole range between simple products without 

flexibility – like e.g. futures – and complex virtual power plants which are characterized by inherent 

rights and/or duties. Explicitly designed tor the valuation of such sophisticated contracts with inher-

ent flexibilities, BIT@EPI.VPP solves multistage optimization problems which incorporate the uncer-

tain future prices in form of an hourly price forward curve and a forward price model. The provided 

results contain the fair contract value, the optimal expected exercise strategy and the therewith in-

volved profit&loss distribution. Supplementary statistical indicators may serve as a basis for advanced 

risk analyses, and numerical data allow the implementation of a delta-hedging strategy both for a 

weekly and monthly granularity. The software package BIT@EPI.VPP offers a graphical user interface 

for the parameterization of energy contracts and for the management of the optimization runs and 

results. 

On the energy exchanges, mainly only the standardized futures (i.e. instrument without any flexibil-

ity) are liquidly traded. Conversely, the trade volumes of options are rather negligible, for example the 

trade of the (European-style) Phelix options at the European Energy Exchange EEX. These observa-

tions may be seen as an indication that market participants prefer to negotiate sophisticated energy 

contracts (i.e. more complex ones than the standardized futures) on a bilateral basis. Thus, OTC ar-

rangement of price, maturity, rights and duties particularly gain more importance. To manage the 

design and to control the risk of these types of 'flexible' energy contracts turn out to be key success 

factors in an increasingly competitive situation.  

BIT@EPI.VPP is a powerful valuation instrument which meets the relevant functional requirements: 

various parameterization possibilities for standardized and complex energy contracts, numerical val-

uation of the specified contract, quantification of important statistical indicators, and reporting on 

hedging strategies. The numerical results are clearly structured and contain the following information: 

the fair contract value, the optimal expected exercise strategy, the profit&loss distribution at the hori-

zon of the contract period, and the corresponding hedging strategies on a weekly and monthly basis. 

All results are provided both in table form and in graphic representations. Furthermore, well estab-

lished statistical (risk) indicators of the profit&loss distribution and of the probability distribution of 

exercised energy are stated: the expected value, variance, value at risk, etc. A graphical user interface 

and a wide variety of administrative functions facilitate the management of the energy contracts and 

their analyses. All contracts and calculations are stored in an attached database such that contract 

specifications and results are permanently available for an actualization or further processing; re-

quired price forward curves can be imported from text or Excel files. Even for complex energy con-

tracts, computation times on a standard PC lie in the range of minutes, thus fulfilling the typical oper-

ational requirements in daily business.  

In order to ensure the consistency if the 'fair' contract value with the market under consideration, the 

applied valuation method must meet two core demands: an appropriate modeling of the uncertain 

future spot prices and the determination of an optimal exercise strategy within the remaining contract 

period. BIT@EPI.VPP overcomes these challenges in an integrated way by the use of a multi-stage 

stochastic optimization problem: the evolution of the uncertain spot prices is driven by a parameter-

ized stochastic process which exhibits the typical characteristics (mean reversion, seasonality, jumps, 

etc.). The exercise strategies are determined on an hourly basis in such a way that exercises of subse-

quent stages – i.e. in the more distant future – may depend on the exercise in previous stages.In con-

junction with the attached database, BIT@EPI.VPP enables its users in the fields of energy trading, 

procurement, and supply to evaluate and manage manifold energy contracts. The provided results 

support the analysis and implementation of hedging strategies against price or load variation. In addi-

tion, the risks of a speculative trading can be quantified. The software comes as a stand-alone solution 

which is easily set up by an installer package. 

Project staff: Dr. Gido Haarbrücker, Claus Liebenberger 
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4.1.8 Regime-Dependent Natural Gas Price Forward Curves 

In order to value natural gas supply contracts, price forward information is required for the respective 

market/hub under consideration and for the entire contract period. The ior/cf-HSG offers such price 

forward information with daily granularity for two German market areas, which are operated by Net-

Connect Germany (NCG) and by Gaspool Balancing Services (GPL), as well as for the market area of 

the Dutch Title Transfer System (TTF). The provided information for each market area consists of two 

price forward curves (PFCs) each: these represent two regimes determining the shape of the respective 

curve, a cyclical one and an anti-cyclical one. A mechanism for generating these two regime-

dependent PFCs has been implemented in the software module BIT@GAS.PFC. For the above-

mentioned market areas, respective cyclical and anti-cyclical gas PFCa are automatically generated on 

a daily basis. Subscriptions to the information service may be received by e-mail and are down-

loadable from a special website. 

A price forward curve (PFC) is supposed to be free of arbitrage possibilities with respect to traded 

forward or future contracts and to feature typical seasonal price patterns, if applicable. Due to limited 

storage capacity for gas, its primary use for heating purposes, and the fact that natural gas is traded on 

regional markets (versus a global market like for heating oil), a certain degree of seasonality can be 

expected to be present in natural gas spot prices. Therefore, this seasonality also needs to be incorpo-

rated into the PFC for natural gas deliveries. Comparable to electric power HPFCs, assumptions about 

seasonality are especially crucial if the availability of traded contracts with respect to future delivery 

periods diminishes. If for example only a single future price is available for a longer future time peri-

od, the shape of daily forward prices of the respective period is completely determined by the applied 

seasonality assumptions. 

The ior/cf-HSG offers PFCs with daily granularity for three continental European natural gas trading 

hubs: NCG, GPL, and TTF. The futures prices, which are used to ensure the PFCs to be free of arbi-

trage, and the spot prices are taken from European Energy Exchange EEX Group. When turning to 

typical spot price patterns, it can be stated that prices for the three market areas move closely together 

and that there is no stringent historical price pattern. Several of the past years were characterized by 

periods of detectable temperature dependency and by periods of rather sideways or flat price devel-

opment in accordance with the development of storage levels. Based on these observations, we deem 

it appropriate to speak of two regimes. The first regime results in a strong seasonal price pattern 

stressing mainly the temperature dependency of natural gas spot prices; such an expectation can be 

thought of being the product of rather low future storage levels compared to the expected demand. 

The second regime, presumably a situation of high future storage levels, is characterized by a spot 

price expectation that shows almost no seasonality. We name these two regimes cyclical and anti-

cyclical, respectively, leading to a related cyclical and anti-cyclical PFC. The degree, to which gas stor-

ages were filled at a certain point in time in comparison to the actual demand, is one explanatory fac-

tor. 

Forward risk profiles are determined for all three trading hubs under consideration. These profiles 

cover the same period as the respective PFC; their calculation takes the respective forward price dy-

namics into account which is based on the difference of the 95% quantile and the respective PFC. Due 

to the asymmetric price dynamics, the risk profiles have to be provided separately for long and short 

positions. The daily granularity of the risk profiles supports a RAROC (Risk Adjusted Return On Cap-

ital) driven trading and allows a quantitative risk assessment of open positions within the trading 

book. Subscribers to the information service are supplied with two PFCs per trading hub: the PFC 

corresponding to the cyclical and to the anti-cyclical regime. Convex combinations of these two PFCs 

are again free of arbitrage and represent the continuum of possible seasonality effects. The subscriber 

may use several convex combinations of the two regimes (or PFCs) for scenario analyses and/or can 

choose a single combination in accordance with his subjective assessment of future evolutions. 

Project staff: Dr. Gido Haarbrücker, Claus Liebenberger 
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4.2 Finance 

The ior/cf-HSG also offers software products and services for the financial industry. It provides solu-

tions for the following applications: The software tool “Margin Optimizer” determines improved rep-

licating portfolios based on dynamic strategies for variable banking products (also known as non-

maturing assets and liabilities), e.g., savings and sight deposits or variable-rate mortgages. Bench-

marking analyses of replicating strategies for non-maturing products are also offered in form of con-

sultancy projects. In a collaboration with a retail bank, forecasts of relevant balance positions are gen-

erated, based on a thorough econometric analyses of their dependencies on interest rates. Finally, pa-

rameters of client rate and volume models are estimated that are needed as input for internal risk 

models. 

4.2.1 Margin Optimizer 

Margin Optimizer is a software for the control and quantification of the potential risk of non-maturing 

assets and liabilities in a bank's balance. Based on the analysis of a large number of representative 

scenarios for the evolution of future interest rates and volumes, the tool calculates dynamic replicating 

portfolios that take into account the risk inherent to changes in these factors. Compared to static ap-

proaches that are currently still standard in the banking industry, the dynamic replication allows a 

substantial increase and stabilization of the margins of variable positions. 

Usually, a bank's balance consists to a large extent of assets and liabilities without contractually de-

fined maturity. This includes in particular savings and sight deposits as well as variable mortgages. 

The characteristic feature of these so-called non-maturing assets and liabilities (NoMALs) is that the 

bank may always adjust the client rate – at least partially – to the current level of market rates. On the 

other hand, clients have the option to withdraw their investments or repay their mortgages, respec-

tively, anytime at no penalty. It can often be observed that customers react to changes in market rates, 

e.g., by substituting their variable mortgages by fix-rate mortgages when interest rates are below their 

long-term average. Likewise, investors shift their savings deposits during periods of high rates into 

bonds with long maturities. Therefore, significant fluctuations in the volumes of these positions result 

on both sides of the balance. This makes the management of these accounts particularly difficult. 

Although clients may withdraw or repay the corresponding volumes anytime, the money usually 

remains in the accounts over longer periods. From the bank's point of view, it would be inappropriate 

to designate them as daily maturing positions because in reality the funds are available much longer. 

It is therefore required to assign a realistic “term profile” to an account without contractually defined 

maturity. To this end, the bank defines a so-called replicating portfolio that mimics the cash flows of 

the original position. In this way, uncertain cash flows are transformed into (apparently) certain ones 

and managed as such. However, this transformation depends strongly on assumptions and requires 

an adequate modeling of the problem. 

The software tool “Margin Optimizer” is based on a multistage stochastic programming model. It uses 

stochastic models for the dynamics of the relevant risk factors: Market rates, client rates and volume of 

the underlying position. The market rates are currently described by a term structure model with fac-

tors for the level of the yield curve and the spread between its short and long end. The model for the 

client rates reflects their characteristic tardiness. Finally, the volume model takes the dependency on 

interest rates into account. 

The software generates a large number of representative scenarios for the future outcomes of the risk 

factors in such a way that their relevant statistical properties (i.e., certain moments) are preserved. 

Then the optimal transactions along each scenario are determined. The resulting decision on the repli-

cation of the variable position exhibits not only an optimized risk profile. It is also more efficient since 

the multistage dynamic optimization of the portfolio anticipates a future reinvestment or refinancing 

risk (and the corresponding profits or losses for different future rates).  
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The experience made so far indicates that the margins of non-maturing assets and liabilities may be 

substantially increased and stabilized by the implementation of future investment or refinancing 

strategies. 

Project staff: Dr. Michael Schürle 

4.2.2 Benchmarking of Replication Strategies for Non-Maturing Assets and Liabilities 

The ior/cf-HSG has vast experience in modeling non-maturing assets and liabilities (NoMALs) from 

research as well as practical projects with industry partners that go back to 1993. Activities in this field 

include the assessment of standard approaches for the construction of replicating portfolios, modeling 

the evolution of client rates and product volumes as well as the design of a dynamic replication model 

based on multistage stochastic optimization methods. This experience is offered to banks for an as-

sessment of their current approaches for managing NoMAL positions. 

Since the future cash flows of NoMAL positions are uncertain due to their inherent options, banks 

usually determine a replicating portfolio to transform uncertain payments into apparently certain 

ones. On this basis, the associated interest rate risk is managed, and transfer prices are determined 

that split the margin into a compensation of the retail business unit which acquired the funds and the 

contribution of the treasury for a possible term transformation. The determination of an “accurate” 

replication is therefore of utmost strategic importance for a retail bank. 

The common approach applied by most banks in Switzerland (and other European countries) is the 

construction of a replicating portfolio using simple money and capital market instruments. This meth-

od is also explicitly supported by the Swiss Financial Market Authority (FINMA). The total volume is 

split into time buckets that consist of several tranches with the same initial maturity. In each time 

bucket, every month one tranche matures and is renewed by an instrument with the same initial ma-

turity. When the product volume changes, all tranches are proportionally increased or decreased. 

Thus, the non-maturing position is translated into a portfolio with constant duration. 

However, this approach has several deficiencies both from a theoretical and a practical point of view. 

The assumption of constant durations is problematic as usually the product volumes are highly sensi-

tive to changes in interest rates and may vary significantly over time. This can be critical in the current 

market situation, as interest rates are historically low. In case they rise in the near future, it must be 

expected that clients withdraw liabilities. Then, positions in the replicating portfolio must be squared, 

which can lead to the realization of losses when these are originated from times of low market rates.  

As an alternative, which is also suggested by the FINMA, the bank's option to adjust the client rate 

and the clients' option to add or withdraw volume can be modeled directly. This means that stochastic 

models for the dynamics of market rates, client rates and volumes must be defined and calibrated to 

the available data. Then, client rates and volumes are projected into the future by Monte Carlo simula-

tion over a certain time horizon. Specific characteristics of the client rate dynamics like caps, floors or 

asymmetric adjustments may easily be taken into account as well. 

The simulation of the client rate cash flows and volume changes over the time horizon allow a valua-

tion of the non-maturing position. In general, the value of an asset product is above and that of a lia-

bility product below par. This reflects the fact that mortgage or loan rates are higher than the level of 

market rates while deposit rates are lower, i.e., the marketing of non-maturing products provides an 

additional value over investment or refinancing in the interbank market. In particular, a stochastic 

pricing method allows the derivation of a transfer price directly. 

This approach allows that the management of the non-maturing products and the marketing policy is 

guided by the outlook for the bank. For instance, expected changes in the client rates and/or volumes 

may lead to a negative indicated margin under the current pricing regime (i.e., the present value of an 

asset product is below and that of a liability product above par). In this way, a required change in the 

client rate of the corresponding product is indicated, or the current pricing strategy must be reconsid-
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ered in general. Furthermore, the interest rate sensitivity of the non-maturing product can be deter-

mined by passing stressed yield curves to the valuation model. Retail and treasury departments can 

therefore coordinate their pricing and hedging strategies to produce stable incomes. 

Both methods require a deep understanding of the underlying assumptions and a careful application 

of the apparently simple standard replication model because of its pitfalls, the stochastic modeling 

approach due to its complexity. The ior/cf-HSG offers interested banks an assessment of their current-

ly used methods for the replication and management of NoMAL positions. This allows potentials for 

increased margins and reduction of risks to be unlocked. Both have become a challenge of strategic 

importance for retail banks in the current low interest rate environment.  

Project staff: Dr. Michael Schürle 

4.2.3 Modelling Volumes and Client Rates of Retail Banking Products 

The volumes of retail banking products show significant variations over time that can be attributed to 

changes in clients' demand, depending on the current level as well as the expected evolution of inter-

est rates, offered product rates or other factors. The identification of the relations of product volumes 

on these factors provides valuable information for various applications like risk management, budget 

planning etc. 

Over many years, the ior/cf-HSG has built competences for the modeling of retail banking products in 

the context of its activities of developing decision models for non-maturing assets and liabilities. These 

types of accounts offer bank clients the possibility to add or withdraw money anytime and are there-

fore characterized by significant volume fluctuations. On the other hand, the bank may adjust the 

client rate of such products at discretion. 

One result of these research activities are models that allow the verification and quantification of ob-

served or suspected dependencies of product volumes on market rates, the corresponding client rate 

and other (macro-) economic variables. Furthermore, specific characteristics of the client rate dynam-

ics like delayed or asymmetric adjustment to changes in market rates can be explained. Beside the use 

for the valuation and hedging of the risk of variable banking products, models of this type may also be 

exploited for the budget planning of banks, and the methodology might be extended to explain the 

volumes of fix-rate positions as well. 

In an ongoing collaboration with a retail bank, the econometric tools that emerged from this research 

are used to analyze the dependency of product volumes on market and client rates as well as the rela-

tions between different complementary products. The results are used to calculate forecasts of the 

future volumes of the relevant balance positions that are consistent with the bank's expectation of 

future interest rates. These forecasts provide valuable information for the budget planning. 

Another subproject conducted with the partner bank consists of the analysis of volume flows between 

different asset and liability positions that are caused by clients’ reaction to changes in the level of in-

terest rates. The bank uses risk management software that requires the specification of transition ma-

trices for these volume flows where a large number of parameters must be specified for different in-

terest rate regimes.  A sophisticated estimation approach was developed for this purpose and imple-

mented as a software tool. 

An important aspect of the bank's risk management is the evaluation of the impact of interest changes 

on earnings, which is quantified by a measure called earnings-at-risk. This requires models that reflect 

the dependency of client rates for the various retail banking products on market interest rates. The 

development of such models is not trivial due to the specific characteristics of client rates for typical 

products like delayed, incomplete, and asymmetric adjustment to market rate changes.  

Project staff: Dr. Michael Schürle 
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4.2.4 Report on “Perspective Pro” 

The increasing financial requirements of pension funds and the fragmentation of available data and 

parameters make it more difficult for managing directors and foundation board members to have a 

full overview of all relevant data clusters to steer the financial balance sheet and the challenges result-

ing from this. That is why the tool “Perspective Pro” was developed, in close cooperation wih invalue 

ag. 

 

The primary objective of an asset and liability analysis is to determine whether the respective invest-

ment strategy, the performance targets (contributions, benefits, interest) and the risk-bearing capacity 

of the pension fund are coordinated. To this end, an asset and liability study first examines, evaluates, 

and compares the links and interdependencies between the assets and liabilities of a pension fund.    

The design of pension schemes requires a long-term assessment not only of the development of liabili-

ties but also of capital market risks (e.g. impact of low interest rates, crisis scenarios and their recovery 

period, possible development paths). 

 

„Perspective Pro“ enables a scenario-based simulation of the development of investments and liabili-

ties and thus the identification of the risk ability (structurally and financially) over a perspective time 

horizon (e.g. 10 years). It enables the board of trustees to make a comprehensible assessment of the 

potential developments of the pension funds (investments, liabilities, risk capacity, reserves, target 

return vs. realised return, ...) and its balance sheet (Swiss Gap, HGB) under various interest and infla-

tion rate and capital market scenarios. 

 

The development of investments, obligations, reserves, risk-bearing capacity and the required and 

achieved return over a longer time horizon is dynamically simulated and presented. Transparent sce-

nario paths show the effects of stress phases and their recovery. 

 

It supports managing directors, pension fund experts and foundation board members in steering the 

balance of the financial obligations and the funding in a comprehensive way. Fundamentals of this 

tool are a huge amount of data clusters and financial market data for revealing key drivers and de-

pendencies between these data as wells to provide peer assessments. 

 

The tool provides a wide range of data clusters to give a full overview of what the status quo of a pen-

sion fund is and what this status is in comparison to the relevant peer group. The dashboard compris-

es clusters for the following nine subcategories: financial status (e.g. economic cover ratio), portfolio 

strategy (e.g. performance ratio, volatility), funding (e.g. target return, net cash flow ratio), capability 

to restruc-ture (e.g. demographic ratio), performance (e.g. return, performance ratio), compliance (e.g. 

spectrum of portfolio strategy, limitation of categories), risk trend (e.g. benefit cases, new cases of 

disability), cost (e.g. management cost, TER cost in %) and market (e.g. increase of in-sured person 

and retirees, demographic ratio of new contracts). Furthermore, these data clusters are analyzed re-

garding their dependencies among each other and their key drivers (endogenic and exogenic). In ad-

dition, an interactive tool shows the board of trustees the possibilities of intervention and their effects. 

The integrated document management system provides central administration of the documents of 

the foundation board and other management bodies.  

 

Project staff: Prof. Dr. Karl Frauendorfer, Ass. Prof. Robert Gutsche PhD, Dr. Gido Haarbrücker, Claus Lie-

benberger 
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4.2.5 Report on the Cooperation with SIX 

In last four years, the ior/cf-HSG has been exposed to a variety of research topics in financial market-

microstructure. This experience has mainly been driven by our long-lasting research cooperation with 

the Swiss stock exchange SIX. Together, we have worked on several issues that are becoming more 

important for all exchanges alike. In the year 2020, our research cooperation was centered around the 

topic of closing auctions on the stock exchange. The concerns about auctions are not unique to SIX but 

exchanges across Europe are apprehensive of the fact that their closing auctions get competition from 

other off-exchange institutions, such as investment banks or large brokers. The goal of the research is 

the investigation of whether such practices deprive price-setting closing order books from valuable 

volume. Particularly interesting is the question of how sensitive to outflows of liquidity to independ-

ent trading platforms. 

 

To investigate these questions, we designed and optimized a new algorithm, that would recursively 

scan through millions of quotes and trades registered each trading day. This allows us to reconstruct 

the full order book for the entirety of the closing auction (in addition to the trading day) and gives us 

full visibility on order flow. As part of our research cooperation, we focused our attention onto three 

main categories that are described in more details below. 

 

First, we were simulating the outflows of percentages of liquidity from the closing order book and 

subsequently analyzed how the uncrossing mechanism adjusted as a consequence. In order to achieve 

this, we simulated the removal of a given percentage of liquidity from the ultimate closing book. The 

liquidity outflows were modelled using a variety of different logics in order to fine-tune our analysis 

further. For instance, we determined the percentages of removed liquidity from different bases by 

either including all the submitted orders (both symmetrically and asymmetrically) or by only includ-

ing the executed volume. In addition to this, we also looked at the order types submitted. This allows 

us to distinguish between aggressive (market orders) and passive (limit orders) liquidity. Both of 

which are important to the closing mechanism and have implications on the closing price. 

 

Second, we tried to find predictive patterns in the order flow leading up to the auctions for the real-

ized closing return. We implemented a framework that allows for the quantification of price discovery 

during the closing auction. This measure is called weighted price discovery contribution (WPDC) and it 

has been used extensively in the academic finance literature. By comparing the pre-close to the closing 

prices, we can make inferences about how much information is revealed inside closing auctions. 

 

Finally, we looked more closely at the course of the closing auction in order to determine at which 

point in time the majority of new price information was entering the auction. For the purposes of our 

research we created snapshots every 30 seconds, which allows us to track the evolution of the order 

book during the auction. It also enables the investigation of when information enters the closing ac-

tion, i.e. with what rate the counter-factual closing price approximates the ultimate closing price. 

Moreover, this allows us to find clusters of informed trading over the course of the closing auction. 

 

In the future, we are planning to conduct an extensive event study on the re-introduction of new com-

petition in the execution of Swiss stocks. This event study is driven by the recent formalization of the 

Brexit at the end of 2020. After leaving the EU, the UK is not subject anymore to the exchange equiva-

lence rules that are in force against Switzerland and vice-versa. Therefore, trading platforms in the UK 

will have the opportunity to trade Swiss shares effective February 2021. Since the introduction of this 

equivalence, in July 2019, closing auctions have gained much more significance compared to the rest 

of the trading day. For this reason, we are going to analyze the effects of fragmentation of the closing 

auctions on the price discovery process inside the auctions. 

 

Project staff: Prof. Dr. Karl Frauendorfer, Dr. Gido Haarbrücker, Dr. Michael Schürle, Claus Liebenberger, 

Louis Müller 
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5. Teaching 

The University of St. Gallen (HSG) covers the fields of Business Administration, Economics, Interna-

tional Affairs, Law, and Law and Economics. Academic degrees can be obtained at the bachelor, mas-

ter, and doctoral level. The degree courses at HSG start with the Assessment Level of one year provid-

ing an introduction to the academic subjects, requirements, and objectives of the University of St. 

Gallen. In this first academic year, the students are familiarized with the requirements of studying and 

acquire their first academic competences. Teaching in this Assessment Year acquaints students with 

the basic knowledge of their respective disciplines as well as of scientific methods. It enables them to 

work on and solve theoretical as well as practical problems within an appropriate period of time. On 

the Assessment Level, all students pass through the same stages together in order to qualify for the 

Bachelor level. 

Students who have passed the Assessment Year examinations as a whole will be able to proceed to the 

bachelor level and opt for one of the majors “Business Administration”, “Economics”, “International 

Affairs”, “Law”, and “Law and Economics”. As a rule, undergraduate courses extend to a total of 6 

semesters, namely two semesters at the assessment level and four semesters at the bachelor level. The 

awarded degree “Bachelor of Arts (HSG)” is a first academic degree that qualifies the graduates for 

professional work and enables them to enter working life. After having obtained a bachelor’s degree, 

one may continue with studies at the master level. This level aims to carry out in-depth theoretical and 

practical work in certain fields with selected specialties. The University of St. Gallen offers eleven mas-

ter programs in the fields of Business Administration, Economics, International Affairs, and Law. The 

programs take three or four semesters and end with the award of the degree “Master of Arts HSG”. 

 

Three-level and three-pillar model forming the foundation for the studies at the University of St. 

Gallen (Source: www.unisg.ch) 

The ior/cf-HSG offers courses on both the bachelor and the master level. With regard to teaching on 

the master level, the institute participates in the master programs “Banking and Finance” (MBF) and 

“Accounting and Finance” (MAccFin). All courses offered by the institute rank among the categories 

Contact Studies or Independent Studies. At the doctoral level, the institute contributes with the mandato-

ry course “Asset Pricing” to the doctoral program “Ph.D. in Finance” (PiF). 
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5.1 Trading Room 

As part of a rectorate project, the SoF Chair "Operations Research" and the institute ior/cf-HSG were 

commissioned with the project management in HS 2014 to set up a trading room and investment lab 

with 21 trading desks for the HSG.  

In the past 6 years (HS 2015 - HS 2020), lectures have been designed for the trading room on the main 

topics of "Energy Finance" and "Equity Analysis & Security Trading", which were in great demand 

among the students. 

From traditional stock and bond markets to complex energy trading, from plain vanilla products to 

complex derivatives, the HSG Trading Room opens up a virtually unlimited horizon in terms of si-

mulating real market conditions. 

The HSG Trading Room, has trading floor equipped with trading software, as well as Thomson Reu-

ters and Bloomberg access. The HSG Trading Room significantly enhances active learning opportuni-

ties at the University of St. Gallen. Its objective is to support and promote sustainable and responsible 

learning and research in finance related fields. Located in the Tellstrasse building, it offers an expe-

riential learning environment and space for 21 students per session.  

 

In the last years, the teaching in the trading room reached a bottleneck situation. The demand for trad-

ing courses is extremely high, since it provides students with the opportunity to apply relevant con-

cepts and principles of finance, accounting, and business analysis. In 2020 and due to the Covid pan-

demy we have transferred this physical trading room to a virtual trading room, which offers a virtual 

space for more than 21 students. 

5.2 Bachelor level 

5.2.1 Asset-backed Commodity Trading  

Lecturers: Prof. Dr. Karl Frauendorfer, Ass. Prof. Robert Gutsche, Ph.D., Prof. Dr. Florentina Paraschiv, 

Dr. Alexandru Rif, Dr. Michael Schürle. 

In the last years there has been a notable influx of energy trading by financial institutions and 

portfolio investors who view commodities in general, and energy in particular, as a distinct asset 

class which exhibits a low (or possibly negative) correlation with traditional equity and 

fixed‑income investments, and therefore improves portfolio risk‑return characteristics through 

the effects of diversification.  

The course introduces students to the trading fundamentals of selected energy markets, energy 

investment concepts, as well as trading techniques and strategies for energy and energy deriva-

tives. The course consists of three parts: 

 Introduction to markets and trading tools 

 Trading sessions and 

 Performance measurement and discussion 

The focus lies on the risk‑adjusted management of open positions with tradable instruments for 

consumption commodities in volatile markets. 

5.2.2 Fundamental Business Analysis: Using Financial Statements 

Lecturer: Ass. Prof. Robert Gutsche 

The financial statements are the primary means of communication of corporate information to inves-

tors and at the same time also the primary source of information for investors. The information con-

tained in the financial statements are highly relevant for investment decisions. For this reason, a com-

petent evaluation and interpretation of financial statement information is of central importance for the 

allocation of resources. The aim of this course is to enable students to read financial statements, to 
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understand and to be able to derive investment decisions based on this analysis. The course combines 

the analysis of financial statements and the evaluation of securities from the investor’s perspective. 

The course has the very practical emphasis on methods for analyzing and valuing firms using finan-

cial statements. Several case studies are integrated. By completing this course, students will feel com-

petent in writing a thorough, credible equity research report or investment analysis that meets the 

highest standards. The course is of interest to those contemplating careers in investment banking (par-

ticularly in equities), security analysis, equity hedge funds, private equity, consulting, public account-

ing, and corporate finance. In addition to that, it is also helpful with personal investing. 

5.2.3 Bloomberg Seminars  

Lecturer: Dr. Michael Schürle  

The Bloomberg Terminal is an information system that provides price quotes, news and all kinds of 

economic key indicators which drive financial and commodity markets in real time. It has become a 

standard tool for the financial industry with hundreds of thousands of installations worldwide. The 

terminal offers also access to historical data and is therefore a valuable source for research in finance 

and economics. Particularly for students who strive for a career in the financial sector, knowledge of 

the Bloomberg Terminal is a marketable skill that will improve their chances on the job market. 

The University of St. Gallen provides exclusively for its students and faculty members access to seven 

Bloomberg Terminals in the Dataroom 01-U206 (main building) plus an additional Terminal in the 

library. In order to promote this unique resource that is only available at few universities due to the 

high license fees, the institute offers several preparation courses for the use of the Bloomberg Termi-

nals for HSG students of all levels, which are very popular with students and were again booked out. 

5.2.4 Strategic Management of Utility Companies 

Lecturers: Dr. Ivo Schillig, Dr. Christian Opitz 

The imminent full liberalization of the Swiss electricity market and the integration of renewable ener-

gies, combined with increasing convergence of energy sources, confront energy utilities with far-

reaching entrepreneurial challenges. In addition, the rapid progress of digitization is blurring previ-

ous industry boundaries – the end of traditional business models of Swiss energy utilities is foreseea-

ble. In this turbulent environment, energy utilities face the challenge of achieving their economic and 

environmental goals without compromising security of supply. 

The aim of the course is to show the students strategic issues due to the changing framework condi-

tions of the Swiss energy industry and to collectively develop implications for the strategic manage-

ment of an energy supply company based on concrete practical examples. 

5.3 Master Level 

On this level, the institute participates in the Master Program in Banking and Finance (MBF), in the Mas-

ter Program in Quantitative Economics and Finance (MiQE/F) and in the Master Program in Accounting and 

Finance (MAccFin). The ior/cf-HSG teaches various compulsory courses, core electives, and independ-

ent electives. A major aim of these courses is to provide the program participants with a well-founded 

methodical competence in the respective subject matters. 

5.3.1 Financial Programming with Matlab 

Lecturer: Dr. Michael Schürle 

This course provides an introduction to programming and solving relevant problems in Finance 

(mainly pricing derivatives) with numerical tools. It uses the programming system and language 

MATLAB, which is an easy to learn, but versatile and powerful programming environment. The de-

sign of the system allows to write powerful programs for complex real‑world problems with a few 

lines of code. Thus, MATLAB has become a standard tool also in the financial industry and a solid 

background is a useful qualification in the job market. 
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The course aims at students with no or little previous experience in programming in MATLAB. Also 

the concepts behind real-world applications from Finance will be introduced. By participating in the 

course, students 

 acquire competences in using the MATLAB programming environment and writing pro-

grams for complex real‑world problems, 

 become familiar with relevant numerical concepts for pricing financial derivatives and esti-

mating parameters of financial models and 

 learn how to make programs robust against inconsistent input and numerical errors. 

5.3.2 Risk-adjusted Performance Measurement 

Lecturer: Prof. Dr. Karl Frauendorfer  

The lecture deals with the tension between hedging and proprietary trading. On the basis of selected 

spot and futures markets, risk-appropriate parameters for performance measurement are introduced, 

which help to assess the basic risks and the effectiveness of hedging with futures and options (includ-

ing the effects of dependency structures and volume uncertainties). Challenges in the distinctions 

between hedging and speculative proprietary trading are highlighted. Trading strategies can be com-

pared on the basis of their risk-return structures. Finally, the application of hedge accounting for se-

lected financial reports is critically reflected. 

The course takes place in the virtual Trading Room and allows students practical experience with op-

tion trading cases. 

5.3.3 Dynamic Equity Analysis and Security Trading  

Lecturer: Ass. Prof. Dr. Robert Gutsche  

The aim of this course is to enable students to derive dynamic investment decisions based on financial 

and non‑financial fundamental information. It combines valuation of equity and derivative securities 

as well as financial statement analysis with investment/trading decisions and hedging techniques.  

The course is of interest to those contemplating careers in investment banking, particularly in equities, 

security analysis, equity hedge funds, private equity, consulting, public accounting, and corporate 

finance. The desired learning outcome is particularly supported by the experiential learning environ-

ment offered by the HSG Trading Room, which is a high-tech trading floor equipped with state-of-the-

art trading software, Thomson Reuters, Datastream and Bloomberg access. 

We have also adapted the course “Dynamic Equity Analysis and Security Trading” for students in the  

Master of Accounting and Finance (MAccFin), taking into account the different cohort-specific student 

profiles and program objectives. 

5.3.4 Valuation for Accounting and Corporate Valuation  

Lecturer: Ass. Prof. Dr. Robert Gutsche, Dr. Alexander Rif 

Every asset has a value. The accountants just have to find it. When a high degree of uncertainty is 

involved, the measurement of assets, liabilities or equity becomes complex and requires expert 

knowledge to determine their recognition and measurement in the balance sheet according to the In-

ternational Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). We address complex valuation topics in accounting 

from a theoretical and practical perspective. It provides a framework for valuation and illustrates val-

uation problems with case studies and high‑ profile guest speakers from practice. 

The focus of the course is on practical application and integration of corporate finance, valuation, and 

accounting concepts to valuing companies, strategies, corporate assets, corporate debt or equity. The 

course uses case studies that students have to present in class.  
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Students who successfully complete this course will have the knowledge and skills to face even unu-

sual valuation problems in accounting. They will be able to apply expert valuation techniques in the 

areas of business combinations, including the valuation for goodwill and intangibles, financial in-

struments, and investment property. 

5.4 Doctoral Program 

The type of academic training of the doctoral studies at the University of St. Gallen enables doctoral 

students to employ a scientific approach both in theory and practice. On the level of doctoral studies, 

the ior/cf-HSG contributes to the programs “Ph.D. Program in Finance” (PiF) and “Ph.D. Program in 

Management” (PMA). The PMA is the largest Ph.D. program of the University of St. Gallen and pro-

vides either preparation for a research-based professional career (standard track) or for an academic 

career (scientific track). Students may select one of five specialization areas: Accounting, International 

Business, Strategy & Management, Business Innovation, and Marketing, which are all offered by the 

university's broadly oriented School of Management. The PiF represents the School of Finance's exper-

tise. 

5.4.1 Asset Pricing  

Lecturer: Prof. Dr. Karl Frauendorfer 

The course is a standard first-year PhD course with an introduction to the field, closely following 

in its structure Cochrane’s (2010) book “Asset Pricing”, also integrating concepts from Björk 

(2009) and Back (2010) It provides students with the theoretical foundations as well as the empir-

ical methodology in asset pricing. The course consists of two parts: 

 Optimal Consumption and First‑Order Implications 

 Complete Markets: The Turn to Incompleteness 

This mandatory course covers both types of markets: physical markets and the markets of deriv-

atives, including diverse aspects like, market structures, instruments, prices, risks, hedging and 

trading. In the applications, we focus on important energy commodities like electricity and natu-

ral gas. On the classical commodity markets, the physical delivery of the traded commodities is 

an integral part of the transaction. These “physical” commodity markets are complemented by 

purely financial markets where derivative instruments on the underlying commodity are trada-

ble without entailing any physical transaction. The reason for the expansion of these financial 

markets is the necessity of hedging and reducing risk exposure with instruments like futures, 

options, swaps etc. However, speculative motivation may also contribute to the increase of fi-

nancial commodity markets' volumes.  
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6. Competence Center Energy Management 

The Competence Center Energy Management bundles the institute’s know-how in the field of energy, 

recycling, and sustainability. It offers applied research, continuing education courses, congresses, and 

conferences, as well as various services related to these topics. In addition to consulting projects, these 

can also include studies and reports incorporating the latest research findings. 

 

As a university-based, fully third-party funded competence center, we are anchored in science and 

create concrete added-value for practice in the fields of energy and sustainability. Our events aim at a 

well-founded, fact-based transfer of entrepreneurial competencies and see themselves as a neutral 

platform for exchange and networking of diverse stakeholders. 

6.1 Conferences 

Our competence center organizes conferences in the energy sector and related fields. The gatherings 

facilitate personal meetings, discussions, and the launch of new projects. The range of topics cover 

natural and renewable gas, electricity and associated fields like heat or waste management. 

Due to the persistent uncertain situation related to the Covid-19 pandemic and the measures taken by 

the Federal Council to combat the spread of the coronavirus in 2020, all conferences planned as face-

to-face events for 2020 had to be postponed to 2021. 

Nevertheless, in order to promote an exchange with the energy industry, a so-called webtalk with the 

topic “A climate-neutral gas supply by 2050: What is Europe doing, where does Switzerland stand?” 

was organized together with the Swiss Gas Industry Association (VSG) on August 18, 2020 

6.2 Executive Education 

6.2.1 Program “Governing Energy Transitions” (CAS-HSG) 

Switzerland is planning an ambitious energy transition with far-reaching consequences on the nation-

al, cantonal, and on the municipal level. As a result, leaders in the energy sector from public admin-

istration, politics, and industry are faced with significant challenges of realizing political goals, rede-

signing the infrastructure, adapting business models to disruptive innovations, and strategically repo-

sitioning vis-à-vis new market entrants. 

The program is tailor-made for interested executives in order to develop a thorough understanding of 

governing the social, technical, business/economic, and regulatory dimensions of the energy transi-

tion, as well as the competencies required to apply this knowledge at the local level. The overall aim of 

the program is to facilitate a dialogue between a group of passionate industry experts, government 

officials and academics and to actively foster a GET-community. 
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Due to the retirement of the program founder Prof. Dr. Matthias Finger/EPFL, the program was con-

tinued by the competence center in 2020. 

 4th edition: September 3rd, 2020 to June 11th, 2021 

6.2.2 Program “Management of Utility Companies” (CAS) 

The energy transition and digitization pose new challenges for managers. The value-added chains are 

being replaced by value-added networks, which in addition to their own basic training demands new 

and broader competences for efficient and effective management. The understanding of relevant ener-

gy-related topics and their interdependencies characterizes the qualification profile and increases 

one's own competitiveness in the working world. In the foreground of the successively developed 

course, therefore, are the important strategic, regulatory and ecological issues in connection with the 

energy transition and digitization as well as their need for action. The program stands for a practice-

oriented, tailored to the needs of the energy industry management education with a recognized uni-

versity certificate (CAS). 

 11th edition: September 11th, 2019 to February 14th, 2020 

 12th edition: September 23rd, 2020 to May 20th, 2021 

6.2.3 Program “Management of Disposal and Recycling Companies” (CAS) 

The aim of the course is to build on the existing competences at the University of St.Gallen to provide 

the participants with the necessary business and regulatory tools to enable them to realize the funda-

mental change in the Swiss waste management industry triggered by the VVEA towards a circular 

economy local / regional / national level. The program stands for a practice-oriented management 

education with a recognized university certificate (CAS) tailored to the needs of the waste manage-

ment and recycling industry. 

 5th edition: July 02nd, 2020 to April 29th, 2021 

6.2.4 Program “Business Manager” 

The certificate course provides practice-oriented, business-oriented and regulatory basic knowledge 

for managers and junior executives of energy supply companies. The cooperation with the Association 

of Swiss Electricity Companies (VSE) ensures that the training takes place at the right level. After suc-

cessful completion, the participants of the program will receive a VSE certificate and a certificate of 

attendance from our competence center. 

 4th edition: October 22nd, 2020 to April 9th, 2021 

6.3 Research Focus 

In the area of energy, recycling and sustainability we focus on the following topics: 

 Cooperations and partnerships 

 Customer needs and customer experience 

 Trend-based strategy development 

 Strategy development and positioning 

 Transformation of the energy system 

 Decarbonization strategies 

 Business model analysis and development 
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6.3.1 Research Project "Real Estate Prices Impact by Energy Infrastructure" (Reimen) 

On 21 May 2017, Swiss voters passed a draft law on a new Energy Act that has been in force since 1 

January 2018. The new act is based on the Federal Council's Energy Strategy 2050 that was developed 

after the reactor disaster of Fukushima in 2011. Main pillars of this strategy are measures for the de-

velopment of new renewable energies as well as the phasing-out of nuclear energy. 

On behalf of the Swiss Federal Office of Energy (EWG-Call 2018) and in collaboration with the Swiss 

Institute of Banking and Finance (s/bf-HSG) and Metasys AG, the Competence Center Energy Man-

agement (ior/cf-HSG) is investigating the impact of new renewable energies (photovoltaic, wind) as 

well as nuclear power generation infrastructure on real estate prices, i.e. positive or negative externali-

ties as well as internal effects. 

The study analyses how the implementation or removing of small and large scaled energy infrastruc-

ture projects in terms of production and distribution affects real estate prices using well-documented 

hedonic regressions. Since price changes reflect future utility and cash streams in monetary terms, 

they serve as a measure for the profitability of an energy investment either directly (internal) or on 

neighborhoods (external). These are important indicators for the implementation of an energy policy. 

Using a vast geographical database, the study includes not only the owner-occupied housing market, 

but also the commercial real estate sectors (office, industrial, multi-family). Furthermore, the database 

allows the estimation of the impact of certain energy policies and targets on the real capital stock as a 

whole. 

The project started in September 2019 and is scheduled to be completed by May 2021. Practically 

speaking, the results could be used for the optimal positioning of energy infrastructure from the real 

estate perspective. 

6.3.2 Research Project "Swiss Market Monitoring Energy – Saving Contracting" 

The Energy Strategy 2050 foresees a 43% reduction in average energy consumption per person by 

2035, compared to 2000 levels. Swissesco was created as a professional association with the aim of 

promoting the development of contracted or guaranteed efficiency measures in the energy and climate 

sector. 

On behalf of swissesco and with the support of the Swiss Federal Office of Energy, our competence 

center is investigating the Swiss market for energy performance contracting. The aim is to get a more 

precise idea of the size and functioning of the market for contracted or guaranteed energy efficiency 

services in Switzerland. 

In 2017, a market survey on energy performance contracting in Switzerland was conducted by the 

Université de Neuchâtel and TEP Energy GmbH on behalf of the Swiss Federal Office of Energy. In 

order to be able to map the market development over a larger period of time, this survey was used as 

a basis for the systematic Swiss market monitoring. In a first step, the market monitoring focuses on 

the supply side, which includes members as well as non-members of the swissesco association. Con-

sideration of the demand side will be considered at a later stage, if necessary. A first evaluation report 

is planned for the beginning of 2021, with further editions to follow at the end of 2021 and the end of 

2022. The findings from this should help the swissesco association and other players to optimize their 

activities and orient them to the needs of the target groups. 
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7. Competence Center Security Analysis 

7.1.1 Activities 

Prof. Robert Gutsche, Ph.D. is an assistant professor for financial and management accounting and the 

vice director for equity research and head of the CC Security Analysis that the ior/cf-HSG implement-

ed in 2015.  

The CC Security Analysis aims at providing 

 Practice-oriented solutions for the analysis of profitability, growth and risk 

 Independent research and teaching in the area of 

 Fundamental Analysis, Corporate Finance and Security Valuation 

 Risk Management, Performance Management and Analysis of Risk and Return 

 Financial Reporting, Regulation and Standard Setting 

Bridging systemic and idiosyncratic risk analysis through the integration of fundamental risk analysis 

as well as behavioral aspects into quantitative risk analysis.  

Fostering critical reflection of investing and trading is not a “natural science”; it is driven by market 

dynamics, crowd behavior and fundamentals. 

The CC Security Analysis is active in the executive education and offers executive courses, such as:  

 Taktische Asset Allokation 

 Value Investing & Active Investment Analytics: Tools für aktive Investitionsentscheidungen 

 Finanzielle Führung von Pensionskassen – Zentrale Risiken identifizieren und überwachen 

In 2020 in light of the new requirements of FIDLEG, FINIG, MIFID II, the CC Security Analysis to-

gether with the Association of Swiss Asset Managers (VSV-ASG) conducted a survey on the invest-

ment research of Swiss Asset Managers. More than 200 asset managers answered the survey. The re-

spective publication is planned to be made available in 2021. The CC Security Analysis is also engaged 

in several projects to support active fund and asset management processes. The CC Security Analysis 

expanded the executive education and is now partnering with the Association of Swiss Asset Manag-

ers (VSV-ASG), taking over courses on investment analysis for the association from 2021 on. 

The CC Security Analysis aims at expanding the practice-oriented research activities to develop inde-

pendent, innovative and tailor-made solution for investment managers together with our partners 

7.1.2 InnoSuisse Project 

The CC Security Analysis under Prof. Robert Gutsche, Ph.D. at the ior/cf-HSG, the ZHAW & the Asso-

ciation of Swiss Asset Managers agreed to a project with the support of KPMG’s Global Valuation 

Team & Maerki Baumann, aimed at researching and implementing an innovative big data investment 

profiling technology to enable SPBS-tailored investment research. 

The idea is to break the investment analysis up into manageable components–tailored building 

blocks–that can be easily analyzed by SPBS firms and merged into the big picture. The platform is 

based on reverse engineering, big data & machine learning analytics to reach a fundamental invest-

ment risk profile. 

Project Staff: Ass. Prof. Robert Gutsche, Ph.D., Dr. Alexandru Rif 
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